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Do you feel like you’re doing whatever it takes to meet the minimum word count for your 

assignment? Have you said everything you could say in as many ways as you could possibly say 

it? Never fear! There are other options to lengthen your paper besides adding unnecessarily 

clunky phrases—ways that not only increase the size of your paper, but also improve its overall 

quality. 

1. Improve your argument with a counter-argument. 

 Address an expert or theory that disagrees with your thesis, then use your evidence to 

refute it.  

Ex. Maslow (2001) suggests an alternate theory, claiming that writers who triple-space 

their papers will go unnoticed by professors. However, as Henderson (2008) makes 

clear, the only way to effectively lengthen an essay is to add meaningful content. 

2. Add another source. 

 Find another source that supports your thesis and work it into your paper.  

Ex. Henderson (2008) proposes that students who use more sources to bolster their 

arguments are perceived as more credible. Pena (2010) concurs, concluding from his 

analysis of university research paper statistics that adding support increases the quality 

of students’ papers by an average of twenty percent. 

 Try searching PBA’s library database, ransacking the library shelves for books you 

looked over during your initial research, or asking a research librarian for assistance. 

3. Add transition and topic sentences. 

 Improve the organization of your paper by introducing your readers to each paragraph 

with a topic sentence. 

Ex. Topic sentences are an excellent tactic for increasing paper length. As Schmidt 

(2007) writes, … 

 Bolster your readability by adding transition sentences to connect one paragraph to the 

next. 

Ex. …Though writers can use topic sentences to introduce paragraphs, topic sentences 

cannot be used to tie one paragraph to another. In order to connect two paragraphs, 

writers must use transition sentences… 

4. Remind us why it matters. 

 Instead of just answering the questions of “what” and “how,” try asking yourself the 

“why” of your subject. Why are your writing about this? Why is your perspective on this 

particular topic important?  

Ex. Essay length is not a matter of quantity, but of quality. Therefore, students who seek 

to increase the length of their essays should choose options that strengthen their 

arguments instead of simply adding words. 

Additional Resource: 

https://www.kibin.com/essay-writing-blog/how-to-make-an-essay-longer/ 


